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So ?till, whon, it 7auf CO7 cei'i,

Beit known that I, CHARLES HENRY WILL
COX, of New York city, in the county and
State of New York, have invented a new and
5 useful Improvement in Tension Apparatus for
Straw-Hat and other Sewing-Machines, which
improvement is fully set forth in the following
specification.
This invention has for its object to improve
O the construction and operation of the tension
apparatus more particularly of machines sew
ing straw braid into hats; but it can be ap
plied to the tension apparatus of other sew
ing-machines.
Heretofore tension apparatus has been de
vised which comprises means whereby, when
the tension is properly adjusted in the ordi
nary way to the degree desired in Sewing the
body of the crown and the brims of straw
hats, an increased tension may be temporarily
applied in Sewing the tip or button without
disturbing the previous adjustment.
The present invention consists, first, in new
or improved means for applying and releasing
such extra tension. The nut which compresses
the tension-spring more or less, so as to in
crease or diminish the tension upon the thread,
is carried by a stud movable in its support,
which forms a part of the machine-frame, and
3O on the lower end of said stud is a nut for giv
ing the extra tension. This nut is placed in

a lecess in the aforesaid Support, and is pro
vided with a handle fol' turning. A pin pro
jecting into a groove in the stud prevents the
35 latter from turning. The entire combination
constitutes the improved means aforesaid.
The invention consists, secondly, inimproved
means for retaining in position the disks or
washers of such tellsion apparatus as operate

or washers have been held from turning by so

two fixed pins placed near their circumference
and fitting in holes therein, said pins serving
also as guides to the thread, which is led be
tween the disks or washers, and substantially

across the same on one side of the central stud :

and back on the other. As the thread wears

the surfaces of the disks or washers, they are
renewed by turning them so that the pins fit
in new holes. It is obvious, however, that
the number of holes must be limited, so that 6o
the disks or washers are capable of only a
Small number of changes, and only a small
portion of the surfaces can be utilized in any
event. In the present invention the difficulty
is avoided by retaining the disks or plates in 65
position by fiction applied near their circum
ference. Instead of having a flat bearing-sur
face or a shoulder near the center to support
the inner disk or washer, the support is hol
lowed out, so that the bearing is near the cir- 7Q
cumference of said disk or washer. The press
ure of the spring for forcing the disks or wash
ers together, instead of being applied near the
center, is communicated to the outer disk or
washer, through a spring-washer or arched 75
spring-plate, against the outer tension disk or
washer, near the circumference thereof. The
arched plate is prevented from turning by a
connection with the central stud. The friction
near the edges of the tension disks or washers 8o
suffices to prevent the turning, while at the
same time it admits shifting their position an
indefinite number of times, so that all parts of
the clamping-surfaces may in turn be equally
acted upon by the thread. The pins, which 85
serve only as guides, are placed without the
circumference of the tension disks or washers.
The invention further comprises certain par
ticular constructions and combinations of
parts, as hereinafter set forth.
9O
The best mode which I have contemplated
of carrying the invention into effect is as fol
lows, reference being had to the accompany
ing drawings, in which
Figure 1 is an elevation of a tension appa- g5
ratus constructed in accordance with the in
vention; Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, a sec

by clamping the thread with elastic pressure
between disks or washers. When these latter
are placed loosely on a stud, the movement of
the thread tends to turn them, and if, instead
of being simply passed around the stud, the
thread is led across the disks or Washers, (as
has been done in order that they may act
evenly and with the fullest and best effect upon
the thread,) the turning causes the thread to
work out on one side, Heretofore the disks tional elevation and plan of the same; and Fig.

g
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4, a plan of the arched plate for bearing upon are shifted. The normal tension is adjusted
the Outer tension disk or washer.
by turning the upper nut or thumb-nut, E. 65
A is the Support for the tension apparatus, The extra tension is put on or taken off by
being, as shown, a portion of the frame of the turning the lower nut, M, by its handle N.
machine for sewing straw hats made and sold Since the nut M draws down the thumb-nut E
by the Willcox & Gibbs Sewing Machine Com along with the stud D, it is obvious that each
pany. BC are the tension disks or washers; D, adjustment of the Said thumb-nut alters the
the central stud; E, a nut on the upper split end tension which the apparatus has when the
of said stud; F, the arched spring-plate rest stud is depressed as well as when it is raised.
IC ing upon the outer tension disk or washer, B; The tension may, in fact, be adjusted while
G, a cup surrounding the central stud and rest the stud is depressed without moving the nut
ing on Said plate; H, a cap surrounding the M. . The handie N would ordinarily be moved
central studjust beneath the nut E; I, a spiral the full length of its slot; but it is not neces
compression-spring surrounding the central sary so to do unless the full increase is desired.
stud and inclosed in the cup G and cap H; IX, The arrangement of the devices for producing
the pins serving as thread-guides; L, a screw the extra tension at the bottom of the stud is
for preventing the central stud from turning; very convenient, since they are then entirely
M, a nut engaging the lower split end of the out of the way, and in no wise interfere with
central stud, and Nan arm or handle for turn the threading or manipulation of the tension
ing nut M. The support Aisbored vertically disks Or WasherS.
for the passage of the central stud, D. It is Modifications may be made in details with
hollowed on top to for n an annular bearing out departing from the spirit of the invention,
for the inner disk or washer, C, near the cir and parts of the invention may be used sepa
cumference thereof. At the bottom the bore rately. For example, the improvement in the
25 is enlarged to receive the nut M, and a slot is means for temporarily increasing the tension
cut through the inclosing-wall on one side for could be used with a tension apparatus of any
the reception of handle N. A. hole is made ordinary or suitable construction.
90
above this slot to receive the screw L. The
Having thus fully described the said inven
stud D fits loosely within the support A, and tion and the means of carrying the same into
opposite the screw L is a groove (shown in effect, what I claim isw
dotted lines, Fig. 2) into which the end of 1. In a Sewing-machine tension apparatus,
said screw extends, so that said stud is pre and in combination with the means for secur
vented from turning, but is allowed a limited ing and the nut for adjusting the tension upon
endwise movement. The cap H and cup G the sewing-thread, the stud carrying the said
are free to move up and down, and by turn nut, provided with a screw-thread at each
ing the nut E the spring H will be compressed end and movable lengthwise in its support,
a greater or less degree, so that the clamping the pin projecting into a groove in Said stud, OO
action of the tension disks or washers upon to prevent the same from turning, and the nut
the thread will be increased or diminished. engaging the screw-thread on the lower end
4 The nut M on the lower end of the stud pre of the stud, for giving an extra tension, said
vents it from moving in either direction ex nut turning on said stud within Said support,
..
cept as the Said nut is turned the proper di Substantially as described.
IO5
rection by the handle N, which, as shown, 2. The combination, with the clamping disks
is tapped into the side of the nut. The Ol' Washers of a tension apparatus, and one or
thread at the lower end of the stud is coarse, more thread - guides for leading the thread
So that the Small turn allowed by the slot across the disks or washer, between the adja
in which handle N moves gives a compara cent faces thereof, of tension-spring, and the IIO
tively large end Wise movement to the cen means for applying friction to said disks or
tral stud and produces a corresponding effect washers near the circumference thereof, sub
in the compression of the spring. The thread stantially as described.
at the upper end of the stud is, on the con 3. The support for the inner tension disk or
trary, fine, SO that a nice adjustment may be washer, hollowed out so as to give an annular I I5
made. The arched plate or spring-washer bearing neal the circumference thereof, in
has a bar which fits into the slit or slot in the combination with the disks or washers, aind
upper end of the central stud, and prevents the Spring for clamping the outer disk or
the said plate or washer from turning. The washer against the inner and the latter against
friction between the tension disks or washers the said hollowed-out support, substantially
and the annular bearings of the arched plate as described.
or Spring-washer above and the Support A. 4. The combination, with the tension disks
60 below prevents them from turning under the or washers, of the non-rotating arched plate
action of the thread, (which is passed around or Washer for bearing upon the outer disk or
the pins, as shown in Fig. 3.) When the washer, substantially as described.
I 25
clamping-surfaces wear, the disks or washers 5. The combination of the tension disks or
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washer's, the hollowed support for the inner
disk or washer, the non-rotating arched plate
Ol' Washer, the spring, the central stud, and
the thumb-nut, substantially as described.
5 6. The combination of the support or frame,
hollowed out on top. to form an annular bearing to the inner tension disk or washer, the
Central Stud passing through a hole in said
Support or frame, the two tension disks or

IO washers, the arched plate or spring-washer,

3

the spring, the thumb-nut, and the nut and
handle at the lower part of the stud, substan
tially as described.
In testimony whereof I have signed this
specification in the presence of two subscrib- 15
ing witnesses.

CHAS. H. WILLCOX,

Witnesses:

J. PARMLY,

S. A. SWART,

